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Soulful R/B 11 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Rhythm  Blues, URBAN/R&B: Soul Details: With the music

scene lacking true inspirational love music, the group SMUV is a breath of fresh air. With the release of

Grown Man, there third album to date, and first as a trio, these three talented brothers take us back to the

future. Like a painter with a blank canvas, they take notes and develop them into melodies and smooth

ballots. Seductive Music Unique Vocals (SMUV) is an exceptionally talented group of young men, SMUVs

sound is a refreshing blend of gospel, ballots and dance music with a hint of hip-hop and (Go-Go) beats.

Its no wonder that this group has been around for a while performing with the likes of Brian McKnight,

Boys to Men, K-CI and Jo Jo and Gerald Levert to name a few. This is truly the characterization of the

multi talented Trio, Seductive Music Unique Vocals (SMUV). When Ronald Lee Ward Jr., Frederick

Alexander Simpson and Craig Troy Dobson, first came together they had no idea they would affect so

many people around the world with there music. The group had major success in there career by wining

multiple Radio Sponsored contest including the National Kemit Productions, the Coors Light National

Show Case and a Finalist at the BET Sound Stage, Showcase. SMUV also had the 1 song in the eastern

region on two occasions, Never Gonna Let You Down  We Give Good Lovin. SMUV also earned rotation

air play on other occasions. After two successful independent releases We Give Good Lovin and Special

Lady, (Which Have been Digitally Re-Mastered to be Re-released) , loyal fans are anxiously awaiting the

new album. The fellas, growing weary of waiting for the big break decided to go back in the studio to

record another album just for the fun and the love of music, the trio decided to take there time and put

there heart and soul into the R&B Classic Grown Man, Which is a combination of Love Ballads, Hard

Hitting Go-Go tunes, as well as smooth Mid Tempos. SMUV can take credit writing producing and all

vocal arrangements on all three albums. Ronald Lee Ward Jr. who is the lead writer and producer of the
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group, credits SMUVs sound to the experience of everyday life as well as growing into young men, which

cultivates into beautiful music. The group performs in church, for weddings and even larger venues to

including Tacoma Station in Washington DC, Pier Six in Baltimore Maryland, Bohemian Cafe and S.O.Bs

in NY. Their love of music is one of the motivational forces in these gentlemens lives. When the group isnt

in the studio recording or performing, they can be found encouraging other young people to believe in

themselves and the importance of having a dream and doing what it takes to make it happen.
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